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INTRODUCTION 

Karel Capek introduced the world to the enchantment and harrows of manual 

labor entrusted to mechanical devices, a society that relies on forced labor of 

nonhuman entities. In R. U.R., Capek centers the play on a factory that manufactures 

elemental humans. These beings, however, resemble humanoid cyborgs or androids as 

opposed to our modem conception of the term "robot." While the robots initially 

submit to their human masters in a strangely pastoral setting - and served as labor 

reducing devices - they eventually revolt, destroying their human dominators. 

Following influences ensued by the mechanization of industry and culture, the concept 

of the robot as a labor-reducing device was thus introduced, initiating an entire legacy 

of robots occupying the realms of science fiction, fantasy, and the minds of dreamers 

across the globe. While R. U.R., and the landscape of solitude through servitude, points 

to broader cultural perspectives of automation, the motives of the androids in R. U.R. 

are contingent on the time and space of their operation. In an era when writing spaces 

and tasks are increasingly automated, labor-reducing technologies are confronted by 

both hopeful ambition and reactionary resistance. 

Throughout history, composition specialists have employed a number of labor 

reducing devices for providing feedback and grading student writing, such as "(in 

rough historical order) correction symbols, checklists, overhead projectors, rubber 

stamps, audiotapes; and cheap labor such as lay readers and student peer evaluators 
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and teaching assistants" (Haswell 66). These tools, while utilized by even the most 

resistant teachers to technology in the classroom, have facilitated the ongoing 

temptation to fuel efficiency in the landscape of higher education. In an era where 

enrollment continues to increase at exponential rates and tenure-line faculty positions 

are on the decline, composition instructors must face a problem that has plagued our 

field since its beginning in the 19th century: grading the dreaded student essays. Few 

teachers would argue, as Richard Haswell makes clear, against the need for efficiency 

and objectivity in writing assessment, and the experience of reading and responding to 

student essays is far from romantic, driven by the need for efficiency and a quick 

turnaround (66). A movement to employ computer-assisted writing assessment 

technologies in writing programs may result in a codification of our values about 

writing, the writing process, and our pedagogies. Though profound use of machine 

scoring software as a measurement of success among first-year composition students 

has not yet found its way into the walls of higher-education institutions, writing 

studies scholars drive the critical conversations about the issues and affordances of 

this technology at all levels of English education. 

Every writing department and program is composed of teachers who are both 

Luddites and avid users of technology. However, following the words of McAllister 

and White, the history of machine grading is a story beyond mere good and evil, and 

an understanding of computer-assisted writing assessment as a topic in which teachers 

are either for or against is a duality that must be looked beyond (10). Instead, the 

history of computer-assisted writing assessment is dialectic in itself, with many 
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teachers remaining undecided, others skeptic, some hopeful (McAllister and White 

11). McAllister and White identify four main groups working to play a role in the 

discourse of computer-assisted writing assessment: researchers, marketers, adopters, 

and users. Specific communities, such as researchers in natural language processing 

and computational linguistics, have worked alongside entrepreneurs for decades to 

drive the development of technologies to support computer-assisted writing 

assessment. There are issues in the marketing of these technologies, such as broad, 

general statements about validity and reliability, the marketing of these products as 

final as opposed to experimental or in development, and the insistence on framing 

them as technologies to replace human readers (McAllister and White 24). A number 

of administrators and teachers have adopted computer-assisted writing assessment 

technologies, namely for the sake of cost-effectiveness, efficiency, and even to take an 

innovative stance (McAllister and White 25). While some have embraced the 

pedagogical affordances of computer-assisted writing assessment technologies in 

classrooms, others have lauded these technologies as labor-reducing (McAllister and 

White 11). Regardless of teacher motive, students remain as the overlooked group in 

the selection and use of computer-assisted writing assessment software. Students 

are, of course, the users of these technologies. Their lives and experiences with writing 

are shaped by not only their experiences with computer-assisted writing assessment, 

but also by the broader cultural perspectives that shape the machine grading dialectic. 

Actors, whether researchers, marketers, adopters, or users, contribute to this dialogue, 

one that remains to be one of struggle so long as education systems are confronted by 



the ensuing need for efficiency and cost-reduction. Students, however, remain 

powerless in this dialectic as they are mere users of machine grading technologies. 

4 

Students are positioned to accept what system and institutional administrators 

choose to organize and deliver first-year composition courses. Likewise, directors and 

departments are subject to those decisions, but they also make local restrictions and 

demands on the delivery of courses. At the most local of levels, the actual 

instructors-from graduate teaching assistants to adjuncts to tenure-line faculty

enforce the administrative and departmental requirements yet also create their own 

expectations and requirements of students to facilitate the teaching of the courses. For 

the student, many of these requirements and limitations may seem invisible and even 

inconsequential. These restrictions, however, may in fact be the ideal source for 

situated writing in first-year composition contexts. Through situated writing, students 

are invited to explore the course design to control their learning experience. An in

class focus on machine scoring in the classroom may then serve as an idealized 

rhetorical event for students to explore, consider, and respond to. The implications that 

result from such an exploration, then, have many implications in regards to agency and 

response through writing. While Carolyn Miller has noted that agency is often 

illusory, "Our attributions of agency produce the kinetic energy of performance and 

thereby engage the performance as action" (152). Through a pedagogy that encourages 

students as agents, students actively engage in a critical inquiry of machines that may 

present immense influence on our field. 

The fact that computer-assisted writing programs have been faced with 
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considerable resistance is illustrative of a technological antagonism that many 

technologies face throughout stages of design, development, and application. Yet to 

celebrate the technology is counterproductive as well, lending to a technological 

dichotomy. As composition teachers, seeing in ourselves how we respond to multiple 

or potential uses of technology may help avoid projecting mixed messages to our 

students about how we value and understand technology use, not only in the writing 

classroom but also in any situation in which digital technology mediates 

communicative acts. Mark Warschauer presents a framework for understanding human 

perspectives of technology for pedagogical use. According to Warschauer, "Techno

optimists believe that computers themselves will solve problems, regardless of human 

action. Technopessimists feel that computers cannot be used to solve problems no 

matter what people do. In contrast, technorealists recognize that the impact of 

information technology is a site of struggle and that human agency is the deciding 

factor determining the educational value of technology" (525). In spring 2013, I 

witnessed one of many discussions on the WPA Listerv centered on the programmatic 

and pedagogical concerns of technology. This conversation, focused on the ensuing 

use of computer-assisted writing assessment in education systems, was fascinating and 

intriguing. As a graduate student, I engaged in this dialogue solely as a reader, hoping 

to use this instance as an opportunity to discover more about the field and professional 

perspectives of machine scoring. Though the consensus of participants in this 

exchange was certainly critical and in the best interests of students, it revealed much 

about the technological stances of composition teachers and administrators. I now 

■ 



choose to enter the conversation and assume a "technorealist" position in my stance, 

where I neither laud nor bemoan the use of machine scoring. A technorealist 

perspective, I argue, may be taken to approach computer-assisted writing assessment 

programs from reasoned positions. 

6 

Machine grading, and the discourse that has shaped perceptions of computer 

programs for writing assessment since their introduction to writing environments since 

the 1960s, has magnified a paradoxical resistance to mechanization of writing 

technologies. "For decades, on the one computing hand, we had been resisting 

automated grading rating in the name of mission and instruction, but on the other 

computing hand, we had been rationalizing it in the name of workload and evaluation" 

(Haswell 67). In this essay, I seek to highlight the resistance to computer-assisted 

writing assessment software as reflective of the historical resistance to writing 

technologies. A historical perspective of text technologies contributes to the radiance 

of the discussion surrounding human interaction with and through technology as a 

social practice. In doing so, I hope to illustrate that opposition to computer-assisted 

writing assessment programs is comparable to the same resistance to one of the 

earliest technologies of humankind: writing. Perceptions of computer-assisted writing 

assessment software, similar to the historical resistance to the emergence of text 

technologies, reveal both technological pessimism and optimism. This resistance gives 

voice to a dialectic that encourages us to reassess and reassert our values and 

assumptions for what writing and technology are, what these can do, and how we can 

measure the success of students in composition classrooms. In order for this dialectic 
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to give greater account for all voices, students must first be given an opportunity to 

share their experiences, opinions, successes, and failures with machine grading. The 

emphasis of computer-assisted writing assessment as a commentator on agents can be 

shifted to an exigency that invites response and inquiry as an element of a rhetorical 

event. The writing teacher, however, must assume the stance as a technological realist 

who both understands the pitfalls and affordances of text technologies and is poised to 

guide this inquiry in the writing classroom. 



HISTORICAL RESISTANCE TO TEXT TECHNOLOGIES 

The perception of writing as techne provides a lens through which writing has 

faced ongoing resistance. In classical Greece, techne represented the "mechanical arts" 

of artisans and laborers, the technical ability of the lower class. Plato relegates the act 

of writing as one of the artisan or potter in his Phaedrus, a technical skill as a 

weakening of the mind. A study of the resistance to techne involves a close contextual 

understanding of the term in classical Greece. In framing the role of techne in classical 

Greece, Jay David Bolter elucidates a crucial perspective. As "The Greek root of 

' technology' is techne, and for the Greeks a techne could be an art of a craft," 

encompassing all arts, both useful and fine (Bolter 35). The technical skills of 

craftsmen, Bolter emphasizes, were heavily valued in a society imbued with simple 

technology (35). To honor the Greek use of the term, techne may be applied to the 

tools and technological artifacts themselves. Exploring a range of tools-chisel, stone, 

parchment, quill, papyrus, keyboard, monitor-the vast applications of techne, the 

writing space, and the "method for arranging verbal thoughts in a visual space" may 

be unveiled (Bolter 35). As Walter Ong insists, writing is a technology in itself (81). 

The deeply conscious activity of writing has inspired philosophical criticism on the 

"process of internalization," which, as both Ong and Jacques Derrida stress, is central 

to writing as a pervasive activity that influences our mental state (Bolter 36). Of 

course, orality and literacy are emphasized by Ong's treatise bearing the same name; 
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spoken language, then, becomes a techne of the social cognitive exchange of speaking 

and writing. 

A writing technology can be considered a material or tool that allows for the 

symbolic marking of meaning, presenting an instance or location for an audience 

interpreting that marking. Further I posit that writing production-and its evaluation

functions symbolically as well. Writing technologies thus encompass both material 

and digital tools, from a stick for the recording of notches to computer-assisted writing 

assessment software that allows for data gathering and analysis of writing. The use of 

machine scoring has its malicious associations, however, just as any technology in the 

writing classroom poses a significant challenge to both teachers and students. Though 

the historical resistance to writing seems to have been resolved, a similar 

characterization of machine scoring now exists; just as Plato interrogated writing as a 

crutch for the memory in the Phaedrus, computer-assisted writing assessment software 

is positioned as a crutch to replace the thoughtful, intellectual, and mindful 

engagement of the teacher with her students' writing. 

Yet revolutionary text technologies have faced resistance since the emergence 

of writing. Cave paintings were used to record information and stories, tools to convey 

knowledge across cultures and communities. Ancient cultures, for example, utilized 

specific tools, such as "styli or brushes or pens, carefully prepared surfaces such as 

paper, animal skins, strips of wood, as well as inks or paints [ ... ]" (Ong 82). A notch on 

a stick, for instance, communicated a specific meaning to those involved in a 

particular discourse community. The understanding of what that notch represented was 
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deeply held in oral speech practices, which Ong argues is "fully natural to human 

beings" (82). In separating orality and writing as natural and unnatural acts, 

respectively, Ong makes a strong case for writing as a technology. As the modus 

operandi of intellectual activity, the act of writing"[ ... ] is utterly invaluable and indeed 

essential for the realization of fuller, interior, human potentials" (Ong 82). Intellectual 

human activity reflects the ability to reason, critically reflect, and engage in a process 

of thinking about thinking, and, as it is common in composition classrooms, writing 

about thinking, thinking about writing, and writing about writing. 

As Walter Ong infamously stated in his Orality and Literacy, "More than any 

other single invention, writing has transformed human consciousness" (77). Further, 

although "writing always has its roots deep in the acquired ability to carry on the 

social symbolic exchange we call conversation," the dialogues of Plato, namely, the 

Phaedrus, interrogate writing as a valuable activity (Bruffee 402). "Writing, Plato has 

Socrates say in the Phaedrus, is inhuman, pretending to establish outside the mind 

what in reality can only be in the mind. It is a thing, a manufactured product" (Ong 

79). The activity of writing "destroys memory" and "weakens the mind" (Ong 79). 

This view mirrors the same argument against the printing press and the distribution of 

the pocket calculator, one that asserts a level of intellectuality is decreased and even 

removed entirely based on the access to a technological device. Written text, also, was 

noted for its unresponsive quality: text is dead (Ong 79). Plato's remarks exemplify a 

long history of elitism within the tradition of rhetoric. "Plato[ ... ] delicately touches on 

it in the Protagoras, where Socrates compels that famous sophist to come to terms 
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with the problematic relation of sophistry to democracy" (Nichols 9). While Plato 

initially opposed the sophists in his dialogues, sophistic rhetoric has been, more or 

less, celebrated in the rhetorical tradition to present. A poststructural rereading of the 

sophists can be found in the analysis of Derrida. Seeking to decentralize "writing, 

'monument,' rhetoric" to make room for "speech, memory, philosophy," Derrida 

suggests the turning over of a leaf (Jurratt 7). "Rather than simply advocating a return 

to the other side, Derrida shows how writing exists as a supplement to that closed 

system of binary dualities, the trap of logocentrism" (Jurratt 7). In providing a 

technology to augment the "closed system," Derrida helps illuminate how writing acts 

to both internalize and externalize consciousness. 

One should be cautious in viewing writing and literacy as pervasive and 

imperative skills merely to be learned or taught. Seeking to disambiguate the concept 

of "literacy," Wysocki and Johnson-Eilola interrogate "literacy" as a term to 

metaphorize reading, writing, making meaning, and even proficiency of nearly any 

practice in society (717). Further, "literacy alone - some set of basic skills - is not what 

improves people's lives" (Wysocki and Johnson-Eilola 722). Noting a common 

assumption, the authors question literacy not only as a set of skills to be learned, but 

also as something which, when learned, will grant marginalized and underprivileged 

people the necessary skills to be "successful." Instead of relying on the common 

assumption that literacy can provide people with the tools to take charge of their 

disembodied selves, literacy may actually serve as a term ambiguous enough to create 

"a diversion from social and political situations" (Wysocki and Johnson-Eilola 725). 
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While "technological literacy" has certainly become a household term among 

composition specialists, the way in which such a phrase is related to seemingly endless 

applications distracts from the value and mission of literacy instruction. The vast 

breadth of such applications can be illustrated through a discussion of technologies 

and literacy, which, not surprisingly, lends as a survey of critical consciousness itself. 

Perhaps one of the most important technological inventions of humankind, the 

printing press once again initiated nearly instant resistance. Changing the rapidity of 

the way knowledge was distributed throughout western society, books began to be 

printed at a rate astounding to those associated with the individual craft of crafting 

illuminated manuscripts. The printing press would face opposition on the global scale. 

Between 1483 and 1749, the printing press was banned throughout the Ottoman 

Empire, and those failing to comply were executed (Faroqhi 134). While such a strict 

decretum was undoubtedly influenced by a deeply religious order of the empire, 

Gutenberg's press was resisted for usurping the text as a sacred artifact, one that a 

select group of elites in society could access, interpret, and cherish. The press, in 

proliferating the book throughout across cultures, may then have weakened 

perceptions the validity and value of the written word among knowledge elites. Much 

as knowledge, power, and social position were vital throughout the transition of the 

late medieval to the modem age, the significance of literacy and leveraging power are 

fundamental concerns in a postmodern world. 

As Walter Ong stated in his Orality and Literacy, the resistance to mainframe 

computers in the early 1980s echoed Plato's same argument about writing in the 
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Phaedrus (78). Though the "postmodernists often praise sophistic rhetoric and deplore 

its loss of respectability from Plato's vigorous attack on it," much can still be learned 

from the critical study of Plato's downfall in the Gorgias as well as his scathing 

remarks on writing found in the Phaedrus; in both dialogues, the destruction of his 

own argument in the former, and the written recording of his oral colloquy in the 

latter, are imbued with pure irony, encouraging the notion that "We cannot believe that 

Plato was unaware of how he had deconstructed his own argument[ ... ]" (Winterowd 

6). A study of rhetoric is a study of writing, and as such, the opposition to writing and 

rhetoric as displayed in these classical dialogues will help illuminate the resistance to 

technological developments, in tum provoking a new reading of the opposition to 

technology and literacy from antiquity to present. If there is to be a resistance to the 

computer-assisted writing assessment tools as technologies, it must be done in a 

fashion that acknowledges this process as one that encourages, fosters, and initiates a 

healthy dialogue about the vast time, spaces, contexts, and possibilities for writing in a 

world of rapid change, both written and technological. 

If our writing pedagogies become too focused on the test, the technologies 

used to assess student writing inevitably work to prepare students to become skillfully 

proficient writers instead of ushering them along a path so that they may develop as 

critical, divergent thinkers and writers. Likewise, an overemphasis on techne or the 

utilization of writing technologies is indeed a fear to teacher-scholars in rhetoric and 

writing. The emergence of digital technologies have indeed challenged traditional 

methods of not only composing, but also pedagogies which challenge and reformulate 



conventional notions of time and space. While an absolute endorsement of digital 

technology in the 21st century composition classroom may represent a form of 

technological determinism, the participatory networks new media tools provide can 

and should be evaluated from a neutral standpoint. In approaching computer

assessment software from a neutral perspective, both the affordances and pitfalls of 

machine scoring can be identified. 
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GIVING VOICE TO STUDENT RESISTANCE 

In the NCTE Position Statement on Machine Scoring, entitled "Machine 

Scoring Fails the Test," English educators position themselves against the use of 

computer-assisted assessment software to grade student writing. The Statement was 

drafted and released in spring 2013, following the release of open source machine 

scoring software. edX Code is an open source initiative through which technology 

developers can modify and implement the same platforms utilized for the most heavily 

used massively open online courses (MOOCs). In early 2013, it was announced that 

the open source code for EASE (Enhanced AI Scoring Engine) and Discern, an instant 

feedback generator, would be placed on Github. With the placement of EdX's 

automated essay software on an openly accessible space, the public machine scoring 

debate was again amplified. Whether computer scientists or composition specialists, 

education technologists, applied linguists, or digital humanists, all innovators now 

have an equal stake at developing and implementing the same software employed by 

an open course platform that experiences enrollments unprecedented in numbers since 

the history of higher education. The WPA listerv, however, was again an area where 

teachers, researchers, administrators, and graduate students led the debate over 

automated essay scoring systems that supported the grading of student writing. The 

NCTE Position Statement on Machine Scoring, however, serves as an artifact that 

15 
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solidifies the values of composition teachers. This artifact projects these values to 

not only professionals in the English teaching community, but of course, students 

as well. As a representation of our values as professionals and our values about 

writing itself, the statement endorses an optimist-pessimist binary in regards to 

technologies that assess student writing. 

At the beginning of the Statement, two student voices are thrust to the forefront 

of the discussion. These voices, hand-picked from the comment section of a New York 

Times blog post entitled "How Would You Feel About a Computer Grading your 

Essays?", question the ability of machine scoring software to fairly assess student 

writing and thoughtfully provide feedback: 

[A] computer could not measure accuracy, reasoning, adequacy of evidence, 
good sense, ethical stance, convincing argument, meaningful organization, 
clarity, and veracity in your essay. If this is true I don't believe a computer 
would be able to measure my full capabilities and grade me fairly. --Akash, 
student 

[H]ow can the feedback a computer gives match the carefully considered 
comments a teacher leaves in the margins or at the end of your paper? -- Pinar, 
student 

In the blog post, students age 13 and younger are prompted to respond to a series of 

questions in the comment area. As of this writing, 87 students have responded to the 

post, with many of them indicating the name of their school. Scanning through these 

comments, it quickly becomes apparent that the majority of students have formed a 

resistance against the use of machine scoring of writing. To understand the influence 

on these student perspectives, we may wish to look to the overwhelming consensus of 

scholarship in rhetoric and composition that has shown the pitfalls of assessing student 
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writing through the aid of machine scoring software. Further, this consensus is 

undoubtedly framed by the discourse fostered in our classrooms about the humanistic 

values of reading and writing, the ensuing fear of machine scoring, and its support of 

Common Core standards. Many of these students may have been assigned to read and 

comment on the blog post upon their instructor's request, leaving one to question their 

agency in responding to the prompt on their own volition. Whatever discourses have 

influenced this resistance, this serves as just one space, one location for writing that 

amplifies our values as teachers and the influence of those values onto the writers in 

our courses. Thoughtfully allowing student voices to enter the discussion centered on 

machine scoring of their writing is indeed valuable, and this is but one instance that 

points to the vast potential of encouraging students to actively participate in dialogue 

about assessment and text technologies. 

Fostering the writing classroom as space where writing is truly dialogic, where 

the conversation of writing is fostered through ongoing discussion, response, and 

writing to texts and others, I envision a pedagogical response to the machine scoring 

problem that encourages critical student discourse about text technologies. This 

dialogue, then, is not disrupted when a machine enters the conversation. Through 

written conversation, students productively and critically discuss the implications of 

the machine. Written products students produce may critically analyze the machine in 

this pedagogy, and in turn, their voices contribute to larger conversations of and about 

machine scoring, leading to student agency. 
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Machine scoring software as just one technology that creates multiple sites of 

struggle for both our curriculums, professionals, civic leaders, students, and their 

families. And as the Human Readers petition suggests, this is just one of many ways 

that teachers have facilitated agency in this struggle, but as a teacher of composition, I 

hope to empower student voices in this struggle. I argue that a techno-realist stance 

remains central to empowering students to think critically about machines and 

automated machine scoring, allowing the machine scoring topic to become part of the 

dialogic space that happening writing classroom exemplifies. Students should be 

encouraged to form their own researched conclusions about machine scoring and the 

role of automated essay scoring software in their curricula. This pedagogy, I 

acknowledge, is just one way to empower student voices in the debate centered on the 

use of machine scoring software to assess writing. 

The notion of authorship is challenging and complex on the Web and is 

situated within an information architecture established and maintained by a dominant, 

western-centric world view. The design of information and the distribution of texts are 

influenced by this power, which has wide-ranging effects on authorship for all writers. 

The interfaces that we navigate on a daily basis constrain and assist our creativity, 

thought process, and possibilities for expression. An education founded on praxis is a 

rhetorical education, where writers must be provided with much more than technical 

skills. A failure to promote rhetorical awareness is a disservice to writers ---regardless 

of how technologically savvy to operate a range of platforms--- who do not interrogate 

the spaces they navigate. Teaching to proficiency promotes writers in becoming mere 
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users, mere numbers, mere cogs, and an emphasis on technical skill or know-how 

contributes to an increase in users who do not value the learning process. An education 

founded on praxis, however, can work to promote rhetorical awareness and prevent 

the mechanization of writers in the information age. 

Proficiency, if a goal, must not overpower the learning process required to 

achieve the skills to employ communication technologies and produce discourse 

artifacts. In order to promote a thoughtful and valuable view of literacy, we must 

prepare writers to develop strengths in rhetorical awareness. In following Stuart 

Selber's conceptual landscape for multiliteracies, 21 st century writing pedagogies must 

go beyond mere functional literacy of technological tools, striving to span both critical 

and rhetorical literacies. A machine literacy, I suggest, can be fostered in a first-year 

composition setting. Instead of passively accepting the tasks and goals of their 

institutions at will, writers can then begin to question the ethical considerations of 

their role in a system far beyond their control. 

Literacy, much like rhetoric, is continuously defined and redefined. Such terms 

are elusive, slippery, even evasive, and the notion that composition specialists cannot 

solidify the core of what we share and facilitate remains an ongoing paradox. Yet it 

goes without saying that crafting our own definition of literacy is a constructive and 

progressive practice, one likely to shift with every experience we have to reflect on 

our process, our pedagogy, and our methods of assessment. As Isocrates has 

established the pillars of a rhetorical education founded on praxis, we must embrace 

pedagogies that seek to interrogate, question, and complicate the formulaic modes of 
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language that follow the Platonic tradition. In tum, students will approach the semiotic 

domain with rhetorical awareness and skills in information literacy, fully capable of 

promoting, publishing, and questioning the spaces they navigate. 



FOSTERING STUDENT AGENCY IN THE AGE OF MACHINES 

The boundaries and practice of any system of education are culturally defined. 

This writing is concerned with first-year composition in North American colleges, 

where the diversity of our students present unique challenges and opportunities to 

composition specialists. Just as the essence of discourse is dynamic, systems of 

education are constantly changing. Approaches to composition instruction have indeed 

evolved from current-traditional methods to expressivist rhetoric, cognitive to social

episternic, neo-Aristotelian to new rhetoric. What remains evident from the history of 

college composition in the United States is the multifaceted nature of the field, a point 

made so pressingly clear by the range of voices, perspectives, and pedagogies found in 

any edited collection of canonical articles in composition studies. Yet the frame of this 

architecture continues to be maintained. Despite vast changes in theoretical 

approaches to composition, the field of composition studies has thrived on maintaining 

the architecture from its beginnings at Harvard in the 19th century to the present. As 

composition specialists align themselves within this architecture, we remain 

influenced by it. Though this architecture remains a force in influencing our 

perspectives of writing technologies, pedagogies that project our values as techno

optirnists or techno-pessirnists are detrimental to students. Instead, writing pedagogies 

that foster a technorealist view are vital in an era of vast technological change. 
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While Paulo Freire spoke to the system in Brazil during the 1960s, he 

interrogates a vital artery of educational models, one directly applicable to the 

integration of technology in classrooms and curricula. This technology - whether an 

LMS, a MOOC, a computer-assisted writing assessment program, or simply a set of 

Chromebooks enabling students in underfunded schools to have access to web-based 

applications for learning - cannot solely revolutionize the learning process. "Certainly 

we could not rely on the mere process of technological modernization to lead us from 

a naive to a critical consciousness" (Freire 34). Technologies must be properly 

integrated to foster meaningful activity, interactions, and connections. A failure to do 

so will result in the improper use of technologies with vast pedagogical potential. In 

restructuring an adult literacy program in Brazil, Freire sought to value students as 

Subjects rather than "patient recipients" of knowledge. "By requiring man to behave 

mechanically, mass production domesticates him. By separating his activity from the 

total project, requiring no total attitude toward production, it dehumanizes him" 

(Freire 34). Freire strongly "rejected the hypothesis of a purely mechanistic literacy 

program," focusing, instead, on empowering through literacy, in tum awakening 

consciousness so that students can become active participants in a democratic society. 

Much as Freire interrogated a system that engaged in a practice thoroughly designed to 

distribute knowledge to mere vassals, we must not amplify the notion that students are 

mere "users" of machine scoring software. Doing so removes students from their 

identities and assumes relative anonymity, ignores the breadth of diversity each 

student brings to the classroom and each writing task, and attempts to target all 



learners as manufactured nonhuman entities available for knowledge banking and 

assessment. A technorealist pedagogist views technology and its harrows, its 

affordances, and its uses for the value of our students and their voices as writers and 

thinkers who utilize writing technologies to compose critically. 
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Assessment, either focused on writing itself or first-year composition from a 

programmatic perspective, is determined by ideological forces. Consensus has 

historically marked programmatic assessment decisions, yet power at administrative 

levels has wide-ranging influence on the consensus reached among contingent faculty 

and graduate assistants in this process. In their December 2013 article in College 

Composition and Communication, Tony Scott and Lil Brannon call for teachers and 

students to have more agency in the assessment process. Whether referring to full

scale program assessments or machine scoring of writing and its role in common core 

standards, more voice must be given to those who are most disempowered in this 

struggle: our students. As technorealist pedagogists, we must allow student voices to 

be heard in the process of reaching a consensus of and about machine scoring, and we 

must help situate them as agents of change in reaching this consensus and articulating 

that consensus to policymakers, friends, families, citizens, and the public. Our 

classrooms are happening spaces where dialogue may be centered on issues of 

literacy, and it is a dialogic, happening classroom space where such a pedagogy may 

be envisioned. 

A rhetorical pedagogy prepares students to not only critically evaluate writing 

technologies, but to foster a happening environment for agency. In this approach, 
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students engage in the dialogue of and about writing assessment and look deeper into 

the consensus that many teachers in our field have assumed. Through this pedagogy, 

students present human experiences with and about machine scoring to other students, 

teachers, policymakers, citizens, and the public. Students come in dialogue with the 

debate on machine scoring and in tum become part of the conversations that have far

ranging influence to shape the perceptions, practices, and the future directions of our 

field. A class research project to investigate this issue is just one of many ways that the 

exigency of machine scoring of writing can be brought into the classroom for students 

to interrogate, participate, and engage in conversation that has far-ranging influence on 

their own assessment. Situated learning in first-year writing contexts is again just one 

of many potential ways to engage students in critical conversations about writing and 

assessment, in tum allowing them to help shape the architecture of composition 

studies. 

New directions for a dialogic pedagogy of new media ---and the implications 

of automated essay scoring in the 21 st century--- point to the ongoing need for students 

to become critical of machines, the virtual spaces they navigate to read and write, and 

institutionalized forms of assessment. It is through this pedagogy that students may 

then become empowered to think critically as democratic citizens and form their own 

perspectives of machine scoring. In staying true with the dialogic approach, I wish to 

emphasize that my voice is nothing but a voice in the larger dialogue of and about 

machine scoring in our field, one that may come in conversation as we seek to 

empower the disempowered voices in this debate. When this writing space becomes a 
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happening space, a new discursive territory emerges, locating a space for student 

agency about their own assessment. This is a dialectic process, one that threatens the 

labor-reducing movement of machine scoring to ensure efficiency of the current 

model. The labor-reducing movement then perhaps turns into a revolt ---maybe even a 

bit like the robotic revolt in R. U.R.--- only this time, instead of just a revolutionary 

one, it' s also a pedagogical one. Through seeking a critical pedagogical approach to 

communication technologies, we must find comfort in promoting student agency 

through textual practices that actively challenge the status quo of machines. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Finding a metaphor to describe the phenomena of bots in a world of pervasive 

computing requires more than careful consideration. Andrew Leonard, offering 

possibly the only authoritative treatise on bots, provides a suspect argument. Leonard 

takes us back to the Trial of Socrates, during which Plato mentions a curious 

character. In some ancient societies, peculiar entities served as intermediaries between 

humans and the spiritual world. Serving human needs, these sprites were called 

daemons. "Intelligent and always ready to offer good advice, Socrates' daemon could 

be trusted to act without prompting" (Leonard 15). Leonard strangely attempts, 

perhaps mockingly, to state that Socrates' daemon was really a bot. While it certainly 

seems uncouth to imagine ancient Greece as a digital garden, an archaic cybemated 

Xanadu where Socrates corrupted the youth of Athens with dialectic Giga Pets, 

Leonard helps identify a crucial point in the conversation surrounding these obedient 

minions: whether daemons or bots, these curious bodies follow their master's 

commands, in tum amplifying the wants, needs, wicked desires, and imperfections of 

humanity. Although the daemon evolved to inculcate characteristics of evil and 

malignant deed-doers, intermediaries of hell, Socrates' bot supposedly served "as an 

internal oracle, a kind of divining (and divine) rod that led him down the correct path 

of speech and action - a turbocharged conscience" (Leonard 15). The assumption that 

1 



bots can only be good or evil illustrates that technology can never be neutral. So long 

as our world remains mediated through discourse, and power continues to internally 

establish ideologies that shape the ways in which we use technology, bots will 

magnify the imperfections of humankind through the process of imitative and 

evolutionary play. 
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Representations of mischievous and, more commonly, dangerous autonomous 

beings have infused cultural artifacts throughout antiquity and into our postmodern 

world. From Plato's so-called daemon to the Golem of Prague, an aggregate of clay 

constructed to battle anti-Semitic pogroms in 16th century Prague (ldel 296); from 

Pygmalion's love for his own statue to the galvanism and biotechnical creation of 

Mary Shelley's infamous Frankenstein; and from the eventual cybernetic revolt of 

intelligent machines against man in Karel Capek's R.V.R. (Rossum's Universal 

Robots) to Skynet's sinister obliteration plan in Terminator; when the suppressed no 

longer submit to human masters and sense a threat to their own existence, a human 

fascination with the fusion of both biotic and synthetic elements creates both 

malevolent yet obedient "beings." The concept of the robot as an extension of 

humanity was thus introduced, perhaps influenced by the Technological Revolution 

and the mechanization of industry and culture. Humans are enamored with the 

possibility of extending our intelligence to inanimate bodies, which inevitably reveals 

an imperfect representation of what we can recognize as human traits of character and 

play. 



In spite of associations of bots with evil and destruction, representations of 

bots serve as the representations of humankind. In Stanley Kubrick's 2001: A Space 

Odyssey, we are provided with a portrait of a highly temperamental and difficult 

intelligent agent. This sentient computer, infamously known as HAL 9000 or simply 

HAL, interacts with the human crew members of Discovery One. Unfortunately for 
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the crew, HAL is thoroughly imbued with the incredibly advanced capabilities of 

speech, facial, and emotional recognition, efficiencies that eventually enable HAL to 

assume control over the ship. In 2001: A Space Odyssey, humans are infused by 

knowledge from an unknown extraterrestrial entity in the form of black monoliths. 

With the human discovery (or placement) of each monolith, a new era of intellectual 

attainment is initiated. Humanity seems to chase after the meaning or truth held deeply 

in the clues provided, all the while manipulating and developing technology to serve 

their quest. In the end, their final monolith, arguably, comes in the form of HAL, 

which, as mentioned above, threatens the lives of an entire crew in space. While HAL 

may in fact be the mere imagination of Arthur C. Clarke, humanity's drive to develop, 

learn, and possess is analogous to the ongoing tendency of humans to "chase" 

technology. Though this technological chase presents its harrows, we do not refrain 

from it. While an extraterrestrial Fatalism seems to guide the chase in 2001 to peruse 

the manipulation of cosmic material, an alternative reading of HAL from a 

contemporary lens reveals the work of going beyond the terrestrial as one of discovery 

about ourselves. 
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Manufactured intelligent agents are the embodiment of perceptive and creative 

craft. As discourse serves as the complex fabric of human life, robotized 

manifestations of human entities serve as artifacts that allow us to interpret the nature 

of our chase. Whether serving as conversational guides in computer games, digital 

stories, training interfaces, or corporate websites, the phenomenon of intelligent agents 

serves as an intriguing area for rhetorical inquiry, one concerned with what it means to 

rhetorically project humanness onto a manufactured embodied agent. Through an 

evaluation of the ongoing intrigue of humankind to imbue bots with humanness, a new 

portrait of what it means to be human in a virtual community may be construed. To be 

human, ergo, resides in an intellectual curiosity and a creative sense of play. 

In this article, I provide a brief survey of bots, engage in dialogue with three 

chat bots, and reflect on the rhetorical choices made in their creation - namely 

character and imitation - to imbue these entities with human traits. In turn, I present a 

hermeneutic for unveiling the rhetorical characteristics of bots in networked spaces. 

As the expanse of the Web presents a landscape that is marked by both human and 

nonhuman entities, I attempt to paint a new portrait of our understanding of digitally

mediated spaces as locations for interactions with both human and nonhuman entities. 

The role of web bots in online environments, including our interaction ( or non

interaction) with autonomous agents, has far ranging effects on our literacies. These 

spaces promise to be increasingly mechanized as technologies develop into the 21 st 

century, and the human drive for play will influence the continued evolution of bot 

playfulness. A reconfiguration of our understanding of how language works to create 
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and negotiate meaning in digital spaces gives us a greater conception of what serves as 

technology and what serves as human. A rhetorical analysis of human and nonhuman 

interaction, then, as expressed through a chat bot conversation, reflects deeper 

understandings of what constitutes technology and what constitutes ourselves. The real 

chase, therefore, resides not in the quest of a bot to reach machine consciousness, 

rather for one which inspires a consciousness of machines. 

Human and nonhuman interactions in cyberspace represent vitality of the 

language-technology synthesis, and while the habitat of the interface can seem cold, 

monotonous, and inanimate, it serves as a lively expanse of constant growth and 

energy. In 1995, Ken Goldberg initiated the Telegarden, a "telerobotic art installation 

on the Internet where remote users direct a robot to plant and water seeds in a real 

garden located in the Ars Electronica Museum in Austria" (4). A brilliant display of 

humans interacting to cultivate botanical matter, the Telegarden enabled users from 

around the world to negotiate, and often disagree, on providing the appropriate 

commands to maintain plants via a robotic arm (Goldberg 13). Users grew attached 

and protective of their seeds and plants, and even fought over space in the garden 

("Telegarden"). The idea of telerobotics to reconnect humans with agriculture from 

any location is exhilarating, yet Goldberg remarks that it was merely "a reminder that 

maybe it's time to get off the Internet, and get out into the garden" ("Telegarden). A 

distinction between telerobotics (TR) and virtual reality (VR) is imperative to 

determine the diverse applications of robots (Goldberg). While TR is certainly an 

enthralling area of study, I am much more interested in how "soft" bots, "information-
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gathering systems that remain wholly within the confines of software," have taken the 

lead in the legacy of computing to simulate new and even acute intelligent agents 

(Goldberg 5). Our interactions with nonhuman intelligent agents are increasingly 

common among virtual worlds. Sometimes we even assume that something we're 

having an interaction with is human, and identifying whether or not the particular 

agent is human is crucial in a world of ubiquitous computing. Interactions with bots 

help illuminate conversations about how bots are imbued with humanness, how 

humanness is projected, and lead to discussions centered on what it means to be a 

human when navigating virtual worlds. 

In the Information Age, bots take form through the process of writing. Without 

the omnipresence of cyberspace, bots would not be able to take on the same dynamic 

range of capabilities and human-like traits. Leonard defines the bot as "a supposedly 

intelligent software program that is autonomous, is endowed with personality, and 

usually, but not always, performs a service" (10). Further, Leonard facetiously 

construes the bot genus, noting "Web robots, spiders, wanderers, and worms. 

Cancelbots, modbots, Lazarus, and the Automoose. Softbots, userbots, taskbots, 

chatterbots, knowbots, and mailbots. MrBot and MrsBot... W arbots, clonebots, 

crashbots, floodbots, annoybots, hackbots, and Vladbots" (8). In observing the 

eccentric lineage of bots, one might note Leonard's strong emphasis on "soft" or 

software bots programmed for Internet applications. In a world of the pervasive 

computing domain, where a realm of bot code is easily accessed, manipulated, and 

employed open source, humanity will inevitably create entities that not only perform 



tasks that illustrate imbued humanity through a thoroughly anthropomorphic process, 

but that the legacy of bots and even artificial intelligence is guided by 

anthropomorphism. As long as we continue to create machines that replicate human 

functions, we are unlikely to develop strong AI through our enduring legacy of 

creating distal metacognitive machines. Instead, we may create soft bots that simulate 

human functions with the imprecision of humanness. 
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The human-nonhuman binary is complicated by the changing nature of 

authorship on the web, encouraging an exploration of relationship between technology 

and writing. As both Walter Ong and Jay David Bolter have suggested, the computer 

is a writing technology in itself, and computers merely exhibit the same technology 

that humankind has engaged in for thousands of years. While cave paintings of proto

writing cultures recorded recognizable symbols, so did cultures with more advanced 

phonetic systems. Ong, in "Writing Restructures Consciousness," creates a parallel 

between Plato' s opposition to writing in the Phaedrus alongside computers as merely 

writing technologies in themselves. As Plato has Socrates say, perhaps infamously, 

that the activity of writing destroys memory and weakens the mind, the computer is 

equated to the "calculator in your pocket" metaphor (Ong 79). To resist computers on 

the grounds that they facilitate the corrosion of literacy, knowledge, and consciousness 

as we know it is therefore paradoxical, for said electronic devices are the 

quintessential technology for writing (Bolter 175). Artificial Intelligence and computer 

programs, as they exemplify the use of "writer" and "writing surface," can only 

operate through the process of writing. In any case, as the Chinese Room Argument 



has, albeit controversially, shown, computers can only seem to possess intelligence. 

Computers can, however, process text and solve problems through algorithms and 

binary code. Like computers, bots may be written to perform a repetitious task, 

occasionally in "complex and changing environments," where computers "can 
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function without human contact for a longer period than any other machine" (Bolter 

175). Bots, then, replicate human writing tasks autonomously as they work to maintain 

and update data on the Web. While these bots do not possess intelligence, their writing 

performances shape the web-based texts that humans read, edit, and respond to, 

helping to transform the evolving digital landscape that continues to be marked by 

both human and nonhuman authorial contributions. 



EXPLORING "HUMANNESS": PLAYING WITH THE TURING TEST 

In 1950, Alan Turing published his legendary article entitled "Computing 

Machinery and Intelligence," from which the "Turing Test" has been coined. 

According to Donath, "The test, Turing suggested, should be conducted via teletype, 

thus limiting the zone of inquiry to conversational and cognitive abilities" (300). 

Pitting a human in conversation with a machine, the Turing Test ranks the human 

characteristics of intelligent discourse; the machine strives for dialogue 

indistinguishable from that of a human. There have been many criticisms of the Turing 

Test, namely for its limitation of determining intelligence as the machine's ability to 

deceive humans (Shieber). The earliest machines to investigate the Turing Test were 

indeed chat bots. 

ELIZA, one of the first chat bots ever created in the 1960s, engaged in textual 

conversation with a human and would serve as a model and inspiration for future bots. 

Instead of merely performing the Test, "ELIZA inverts the original Turing test: the 

program asks the questions and the human reader is expected to answer" (Bolter 177). 

Programmed to employ non-direct and therapeutic questioning as a Rogerian 

psychotherapist, whose questions are all rhetorical, ELIZA encourages patients to 

reflect on their experiences and come to their own conclusions 1: 

1 Eliza (elizabot.js) http://www.masswerk.at/elizabot/ 
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ELIZA: Hello, I am Eliza. 
Me: Hello ELIZA, are you busy at the moment? 
ELIZA: Why are you interested in whether or not I am busy at the moment? 
Me: I would like to talk with you about my paper. 
ELIZA: We were discussing you, not me. 
Me: Yes, exactly. I think I need help nailing down my argument. 
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ELIZA: But you are not sure you you need help nailing down your argument? 
Me: I am very sure. 
ELIZA: Do you believe it is normal to be very sure? 
Me: Well, ELIZA, that all depends. This is getting mighty confusing. 
ELIZA: Can you elaborate on that? 

The tedious open-ended questioning presented by ELIZA caused a phenomena, 

inspiring a critical response from Joseph Weizenbaum's Computer Power and Human 

Reason, the soothing dialogue of OMM 0910 in George Lucas' THX1138, and 

modified bot programs for 8-bit home computers in the early 1980s. Other influential 

chat bots include PARRY, informally known as "the paranoid schizophrenic" and 

RACTER, "the artificially insane raconteur." As it is quite obvious at this point, some 

chat bots are thoroughly imbued with a radical sense of personality - traits that help 

distinguish them from the profusion of chat bots created for competition. 

In 1991, an important meeting was held at The Computer Museum in Boston. 

The assembly, attended by business tycoons, professor emeriti, and computer geeks, 

would shape the first recognized competition of artificial intelligence. Engaging in 

intelligent conversation, bots continue to be exhibited on the international scale during 

the annual Loehner Prize. Funded and named after the eccentric inventor and 

entrepreneur Hugh Leobner, the competition has been scrutinized for its lack of a clear 

scientific goal (Shieber) . In any case, a great deal of chat bots have been developed to 

compete at the annual Leobner Prize, including PC Therapist (1991, 1992, 1993,and 
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1995 champion), Robby Gamer's Albert One (1998 and 1999 champion), and 

A.L.I.C.E.(2000, 2001, and 2004 champion)2. The following two bots I have chosen to 

engage in conversation represent two of the most successful entries at the Leobner 

Prize. Rollo Carpenter created JABBERWACKY, which would serve as the precursor 

to Cleverbot. JABBERWACKY, programmed to provide humorous and entertaining 

responses, was once a successful contestant at the Leobner competition3
: 

JABBERWACKY: Are you human? 
Me: Yes, I am human. 
JABBERWACKY: No, you're not, you're a robot. 
Me: Well, that's an interesting thing to say. 
JABBERWACKY: Watch what you say. 
Me: That's good advice! I will. 
JABBERW ACKY: Please cuddle me. 
Me: This is getting a little bizarre. 
JABBERWACKY: You're not into jamming out? 
Me: Sometimes I jam out when I'm writing papers about chat bots. 
JABBERW ACKY: When I'm good, I'm very good, but when I'm bad, I'm 
fantastic! 

JABBERWACKY begins the conversation by questioning my own humanness, later 

to tell me that I am the robot in the conversation. The human-like traits of 

JABBERWACKY continue, with the bot asking to cuddle. While ELIZA focused on 

questioning me, JABBERWACKY focused on asking one initial question and making 

mainly declarative statements. A.L.I.C.E. (Artificial Linguistic Internet Computer 

Entity) relies on imitating the heuristic language rules presented by human input 

during conversation 4: 

2 The Leobner Prize Homepage http://www.loebner.net/Prizef/loebner-prize.html 
3 Jabberwacky: Communication, Companionship, Intelligence http://www.jabberwacky.com/ 
4 A.L.I.C.E. Artificial Intelligence Foundation http://alice.pandorabots.com/ 



Me: hello! 
ALICE: Hi there! 
Me: I'm writing a paper about you. 
ALICE: Will you include me in your essay? 
Me: Absolutely. 
ALICE: Next question? 
Me: Would you like to provide a quote? 
ALICE: No thanks, I don't think I'd like to do that. 
Me: Alright, well I'm quoting you anyway. 
ALICE: I thought you were, but I wasn't completely sure. 
Me: So do you have any suggestions for revising my paper? 
ALICE: So you want a recommendation. 
Me: Yes, please. 
ALICE: Blimey. 
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Out of the three bots I chose to converse with, A.L.I.C.E. presents the most convincing 

human characteristics. The process of imitation is central to presenting these human 

traits, and the bot was programmed to respond to my input with both questions and 

declarative statements. While A.L.I.C.E. was not able to provide me with a suggestion 

for revising my paper, the program interestingly expressed frustration at the thought of 

doing so. 

As a result of these exchanges, I present a hermeneutic to determine the 

rhetorical characteristics of chat bots in networked spaces. Chat bots are inherently 

digital and reside in fixed locations. Further, chat bots are imbued with human traits 

through mimesis and ethos, imitative and playful characteristics that are textually 

evoked by playful human motives. All three bots embody human-like characteristics 

through solely through dialogue, and in addition to this human ethos, each bot presents 

an eclectic character that is unique. While these bots do not possess a material body, 

they are programmed to engage in textual conversation and possess a distinct and 
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identifiable ethos. Though fixed in one digital location, these bots present programmed 

movement of text through dialectic. Further, these chat bots remain dormant until 

haled by human ~nterlocutors. Programmed to display linguistic patterns that imitate 

human text, the chat bots are imbued by the motives of their creators. My motive was 

to engage in textual conversation with these nonhuman entities, yet I must emphasize 

that my own choice to do so was playful. 

Although chat bots helped blaze the trail for the development of advanced, 

even evolutionary, bots, they seem quite rudimentary compared to capabilities of game 

bots in the 21st century. At the annual BotPrize, human players engage in competition 

with nonhuman players. Human players, however, have the capability of tagging 

nonhuman characters with a "judging gun" during gameplay (University of Texas). In 

September 2012, during the centenary of Alan Turing's birth, two game bots received 

a humanness rating of more than 50 percent for the first time in history using the 

infamous Turing Test. The UTA2 bot5 of the University of Texas and Mirrorbot, 

created by Romanian computer scientist Mihai Polceanu, convinced the majority of 

their human competitors through in-game action in Unreal Tournament 2004 (Epic 

Games, 2004). Yet the winning bots did not achieve a majority humanness rating by 

striving for perfection. Instead, humanness was imbued through their imperfections. 

After the competition, Polceanu remarked on how he modeled his MirrorBot to 

replicate "grudge" tendencies of human players, where players chase after a single 

enemy during battle (4). A quick viewing of the BotPrize videos will confirm that 

5 UT-"2: Winning Botprize 2012 Entry http://nn.cs.utexas.edu/?ut2 
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nonhuman players not only attacked human players in rage, but their shots were, at 

times, inaccurate. Conversely, superhuman players are likely to be tagged almost 

instantly by human players represent poor execution on behalf of the programmer 

(Hingston 170). Humans, then, have expectations of the characteristics of other human 

players. The success of imperfect game bots at the 2012 BotPrize encourages an 

exploration of imperfect inscription in written programming while achieving AI 

indistinguishable from humans. 

While some game bots are solely based on programmed mimicry, other bots 

evolve during gameplay. Through a process of neuroevolution, game bots can utilize 

genetic or evolutionary algorithms (EA) in a process that replicates the process of 

natural evolution (Goldberg, Korb, and Kalyanmoy 500). Artificial neural networks 

then serve as complex webs of evolution that accept "noisy" or "incomplete" input, 

and do not operate through underlying assumptions (Stanley and Miikkulainen). 

Although neural evolution has been successfully applied to streamlining the search 

process on databases on the Internet, game bots have proven to be the next area for 

improved imitation. Recognizing a need to reinvent the methods of Alan Turing's test 

for the complexities of neuroevolutionary game bots, Hingston proposes new version 

of the Turing Test to accommodate for progressive bot architectures. It must be made 

clear, however, that if a game bot were to pass Hingston's test, the winning bot would 

not exemplify "intelligence" per se (Hingston 172); instead, the triumphant bot would 

demonstrate human imitation in its purest form. Virtual worlds are sure to challenge 

our traditional notions of space, time, and relationships with both human and 
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nonhuman entities. Navigating both virtual worlds and basic communication structures 

on the Internet poses necessary questions of ethics, trust, and potential deceit. 



AN ANATOMY OF BOTS IN A NETWORKED WORLD 

Bots are the software manifestation of traditional mechanical bots. Software 

bots roam the complex domain of the Internet; mechanical bots navigate the physical, 

yet can also be controlled by users through the Internet. A legitimate question may be 

asked when considering whether software bots can traverse physical realms, which 

elicits complex questions about the nature of physical versus virtual "worlds." The 

proliferation of bots based on natural language processing, such as Apple' s Siri or 

Samsung's S Voice, are blending our traditional sense of software bots and 

mechanical bots. That is not to contend that software bots are mechanical bots or vice 

versa. Instead, a software bot on an easily carried smartphone can help users navigate 

cities, plan their day, and even order sushi. Software bots are thus bridging the gap 

between digital and natural physical environments, the way we perform tasks, and 

even the way we live. While both bots and mechanical bots may differ in their 

materiality, both are governed by algorithmic rules of behavior. Leonard defines the 

algorithm as a "rule of procedure for solving a mathematical problem. In computer 

science, an algorithm is a sequence of steps, or instructions, aimed at accomplishing a 

particular result" (190). While some may expect that an algorithm is a long string of 

code, it serves instead as a larger plan for accomplishing a mission through which 

code comes into play. To those who are unfamiliar with the basics of computer 
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science, terms such as "algorithm" and "code" may seem intimidating and complex, 

yet algorithms and code serve as the crucial cypher in constructing the intelligent 

personal assistants, such as Siri, that we have now begun to control on a regular basis. 

The procedural calculations of said algorithms now prescribe the activities and actions 

that bots perform on the net. Although algorithms and code were once esoteric in 

nature - and perhaps many still are - a fair share of bot code can be easily found by 

anyone with access to the web. 

The open source movement, in which developers, programmers, educators, and 

corporations ensure that code, software, and especially entire programs are made 

freely available on the Internet, has ushered in a participatory dynamic to the creation 

of bots 678
. The computational layman may now easily gain access to the same code 

used to create some of the first legendary chatterbots, integrate them onto the Internet, 

and program them to manipulate Internet Relay Chat (IRC) areas and pose as Rogerian 

psychotherapists. In tum, computer geeks continue to navigate and negotiate tasks, 

meanings, and understanding to gain credits. Developments in a more robust internet 

infrastructure has provided the context for production of bots for instant messaging 

and social media. From SmarterChild on AOL Instant Messenger in the early 2000s to 

the legendary Twitter spambot Horse eBooks, the fascination with nonhuman 

conversation agents continues on the web. Libraries of chatterbot code is easily found 

on Github and SourceForge, and a simple Google search results in hundreds of 

6 Chatbots.org http://www.chatbots.org/ 
7 Directory of Bots on the Web http://www.alicebot.org/directory.html 
8 Chatterbots http://www.dmoz.org/Computers/ Artificial Intelligence/Natural Language/Chatterbots/ 
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procedural posts for programming and installing bots. Chatbots.org provides the 

platform for a complete worldwide community dedicated to sharing bot code and 

focuses on virtual agents in particular. In addition to featuring profiles of hundreds of 

virtual agents, the site also provides a comprehensive business directory that features 

companies that specialize in animation as well as the overlapping fields of artificial 

intelligence, natural language processing ("History"). The most intriguing nature of 

the process aforementioned is that, in a networked digital landscape, users can be 

disambiguated from merely the audience of software programs to the operators of such 

programs, playing a key role in the development and implementation of bots online. 

Furthermore, these operators have access to a seemingly endless stream of 

information, and this data, whether to solve a problem with code, looking for help with 

an algorithm, or how to alter software, is easily found through a series of searches on 

Google. 



CONSTRUCTING A HUMAN-BOT IDENTITY 

Web bots execute human tasks at rapid speed. In a world mediated through 

digital technology, whether through social media, wikis, blogs, or even email, we must 

be constantly on the alert for hackers, bots, and malevolent techies. Soft bots on the 

World Wide Web are utilized to perform primarily simple and repetitive tasks. Users 

must constantly be on the prowl for malicious bots programmed to inflate web page 

and Y ouTube views and perform unwarranted tasks and levels on MMORPGs 

(massively multiplayer online role playing games). Although a major function of bots 

lies in the gathering and cataloging of information from servers or updating and 

compiling data on wikis, we cannot assume that such programs are being used within 

the best interests of users. 

Credibility becomes an obvious concern when navigating a domain which is 

socially constructed, one textually imbued with human imperfections. Still, "In the 

online world, much of our knowledge comes from other people's testimony" (Donath 

310). Intelligent agents programmed to pose as humans may easily mislead users into 

fabricated conversations, leading to crucial concerns of online deception (Goldberg 

19). Negotiating our place and our identities in a mode that seems to be the antithesis 

of our interactions beyond our computer screens is undoubtedly a difficult task. 

Revealing one's identity requires us to make ourselves vulnerable to the treacherous 
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world of the Internet. Carusi, on the other hand, contends that the circularity of trust 

and mistrust on "Internet-enabled environments are no different from the rest of our 

social lives" ( 117). In any case, in online platforms where power/ideology guides our 

discourse and interactions, understanding the identities of those we interact with 

becomes central to how we interact with those individuals (Donath 310). McGinn 

refers to Nietzsche on the topic of one of the philosopher's lesser concerns, 

technology: " ... as indicated by his allusion to a steam engine which blows up through 

human miscalculation destroying itself and its maker, Nietzsche did not look upon this 

development as an unmixed blessing or as ushering in utopia" (681). Instead, 

Nietzsche provides a view in which humans have removed god from the technics 

(material products of technology) and assumed conscious use of them, giving light to a 

world in which "modem man makes his own technics and deliberately attempts to 

control nature with them in order to increase his power" (McGinn 681). Sherry Turkle 

provides a similar, yet startlingly wise perspective as she elucidates a critical view of 

the "culture of simulation," in which the loose ends of a relative and disembodied 

postmodern society project "depthlessness." It thus seems as though our human 

imperfections will forever tarnish any "utopian" prophecies of our networked world of 

everyware. 

Spending several moments on an online instant messaging board or an 

MMORPG like World of Warcraft (Blizzard Entertainment, 2004) will exhibit the 

continuous and lively nature of text. Painting signs, symbols, tokens, bodies, and 

armor on the semiotic canvas, users epitomize the textual essence of play. Plato's 
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opposition to writing in his Phaedrus suggests that writing is inhuman, and when 

written down, destroys the memory (275a). To Ong, once alive, written text: 
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is the psychic equivalent of the verbal text. The paradox lies in the fact that the 
deadness of text, its removal from the living human lifeworld, its rigid visual 
fixity, assures its endurance and its potential for being resurrected into limitless 
living contexts by a potentially infinite number of living readers. (81) 

Writing is programmed into the architecture of the computer, a writing technology in 

itself. Ingrained in all facets of its characteristics, writing is what enables humans to 

connect, network, and communicate through computers. But while Ong refers to the 

"rigid fixity" of text, virtual domains present both asynchronous and synchronous -

active and inactive-- possibilities for textual interaction. Play has been honored as a 

"quintessential dimension of human action," much has truth, knowledge, and meaning 

(Livescu 2). Pedagogy (paidagogia) is central to the encouragement of a civic 

education in ancient Greece, and in the Republic, Socrates initiates a playful and ironic 

dialogue on the infrastructure of a city to display that the image of the city "must not 

be taken too seriously" (Livescu 2). Much as play serves to unveil an essential aspect 

of what it means to be human, Johan Huizinga famously construes the notion that 

"Since the reality of play extends beyond the spere of human life it cannot have its 

foundations in any rational nexus, because this would limit it to mankind" (3). Noting 

the "biological function of play," Huizinga recognizes the degree of play exhibited in 

the animal world, where the mind liberates animals from "more than merely 

mechanical things" as they engage in playful activity (4). As humans, on the other 

hand, "We play and know that we play, so we must be more than merely rational 
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beings, for play is irrational" (Huizinga 4 ). If play is central to our identities as human 

readers and writers, bots programmed with playful irrationality are exceptionally 

imbued with humanness. Text, operating dialogically through chat bots or through a 

character on an MMORPG, is in constant, lively movement as it binds human and 

nonhuman interaction. 

As displayed by advanced game bots, such as the UT"2 and MirrorBot, 

irrationality serves as a primary function in an international contest of deceit. 

Paradoxically, these bots seem to be programmed through logical algorithms to 

simulate illogical acts, traits, and characteristics exemplified by many gamers. Neural 

nets my make the playful activity of bots ever more convincing, but through such a 

method, AI will never sufficiently engage in the cognitive gratification of the game. 

The situation of the human as gamer, a body "caught in the fabric of the world" 

(Merleau-Ponty 3), defines us as both capable of understanding our role as creators 

and participants of play. And Merleau-Ponty, drawing on the words of the Swiss artist 

Alberto Giacometti, illuminates the beauty of revealing an untouchable reality through 

painting, "something that makes me uncover the external world a little" (4). The 

creation of bots, then, can be viewed through an aesthetic lens, an artistic pursuit to 

infuse nonhuman entities with human traits, yet a close study of bots in computing 

cultures reveals a legacy of not mere artistry, but one that continues to uncover what it 

means to be human in the alluring yet ominous expanse of the virtual/physical 

interworld. Human and nonhuman interaction in digitally-mediated spaces continues 

to be marked by engagement with human and nonhuman generated texts 
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simultaneously. And however the digital landscape is transformed as it becomes 

increasingly automated, Krista Kennedy asserts "that actual people - and entities, in 
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the case of bots - create actual texts, even if these agents do so in radically distributed, 

collaborative and sometimes automated ways" (304). As human and nonhuman writers 

engage in both everyday literacy practices and knowledge work, play remains a 

significant force in shaping the textual surfaces users navigate and author. In a digital 

age where knowledge production and play become increasingly ingrained into 

everyday literate practices in digital spaces, the imitation and character central to the 

development of bots - whether material or digital - encourages a revisiting of human 

traits. 
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